
Turning Life

The designer combines the life functions and delicate aesthetic feeling to create the hotel style with the highly 
comfortable texture in the limited space.



The private field is arranged near the entrance. 
The entrance area is just the public field outside the room. 
The design of the wood pattern on the shoe cabinet, bedroom 
door, and wall makes the overall visual effect integrated and 
harmonious.

Private field first 

The designer combines the life 
functions and delicate aesthetic 
feeling to create the hotel style 
with the highly comfortable 
texture in the limited space. 
To correspond to the owner’s 
life habit, the house breaks the 
existing framework of putting 
public field before private field. 



On the partition wall the table and chairs, floral art, 
and paintings of the proper size are placed to make an end view style. 



To achieve the complete functions and the space comfort and solve the original shortcoming 
of small space, the I-shaped stairs are turned into the square shape so that the additional 
space can be made into the Japanese-style room upstairs. 

The stair handrail is designed at a slanting 
angle for the convenience of cleaning. 



The upstairs is the public field of the family life core. 

The TV wall combined with the storage cabinet meets the 
practical needs in life.

In the open dining room space, the selected dining table 
can stretch from 120 to 220 cm to meet the needs of the 
different activities in daily life. 

To make the family and fr iends enjoy 
interaction to their heart’s content, the 
hospitable owner specially places the sofa in 
the center and arranges the staircase of the 
Japanese-style room and dining room bench 
on both sides at the same sitting height to 
maximize the number of the seats. 



The transparent material makes 
the public field broader and more 
comfortable.

The Japanese-style space at the 
staircase is separated by glass so that 
the outdoor natural light can extend 
downstairs and increase the indoor 
brightness.
 



With the flexibility of the adjustable table in the Japanese-
style room, it can be used for reading and as the Mahjong 
table for the seniors.


